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Abstract

OLAP is the main paradigm for flexible and effective exploration of
multidimensional cubes in data warehouses. During an OLAP session the
user analyzes the results of a query and determines a new query that will
give her a better understanding of information. Given the huge size of the
data space, this exploration process is often tedious and may leave the
user disoriented and frustrated.

This paper presents an OLAP tool named Falseto (Former AnalyticaL
Session for lEss Tedious Olap), that is meant to assist query and session
composition, by letting the user summarize, browse, query, and reuse
former analytical sessions. Falseto’s implementation on top of a formal
framework is detailed. We also report the experiments we run to obtain
and analyze real OLAP sessions and assess Falseto with them. Finally,
we discuss how Falseto can be seen as a starting point for bridging OLAP
with exploratory search, a search paradigm centered on the user and the
evolution of her knowledge.

1 Introduction

While it is universally recognized that OLAP tools have a key role in supporting
flexible and effective exploration of multidimensional cubes in data warehouses,
it is also commonly agreed that the huge number of possible aggregations and
selections that can be operated on data may make the user experience disori-
entating. OLAP queries are usually formulated in the form of sequences called
OLAP sessions. During an OLAP session the user analyzes the results of a
query and, depending on the specific data she sees, determines a new query
that will give her a better understanding of information. This new query is
often constructed by modifying the previous query, applying simple primitives
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like rollup, drill down or slice/dice. Noticeably, given the huge number of such
modification possibilities, this exploration process is often seen as tedious and
may leave the user disoriented and frustrated.

To make the user experience less disorientating, it has recently been sug-
gested that database systems could take advantage of query logs [14]. Logs
can indeed be used for learning user preferences [12], for query recommendation
[7, 21], for query auto-completion [15], or for query composition [16]. Similar
efforts were also done in the context of OLAP systems [4, 9, 2], but so far no
usable OLAP tool implements them, and this leds us to the development of
Falseto.

Falseto (Former AnalyticaL Session for lEss Tedious Olap) aims at assisting
the user analyzing data cubes, by letting her summarize, browse, query, and
reuse former analytical sessions. In particular, Falseto’s recommender system
automatically suggests to the user an analytical session considered as relevant
regarding her current session. Falseto also lets the user browse former sessions,
which is particularly useful when a user initiates her session and the recom-
mender system cannot suggest queries since no current session exists. Since
the set of former sessions can be very large, Falseto presents first summarized
versions of the sessions in a way that makes it easy to navigate and query them.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces Falseto’s func-
tionalities by means of examples. Section 3 describes the logical framework
underlying Falseto and Section 4 presents its implementation. Section 5 reports
the lessons learned through various tests aiming at obtaining, analyzing and
assessing Falseto with real OLAP sessions. After briefly reviewing related work,
we discuss how Faseto can be a starting point of future research to bridge the
gap between OLAP and exploratory search in Section 6. Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2 Getting familiar with Falseto

Assume you are an OLAP user who has to analyze census data obtained from
the IPUMS (Integrated Public Use Microdata Series) website [18], and gathered
under the form of a multidimensional cube whose schema is depicted Figure 1.
It has 5 hierarchies describing people sex, race, occupation and residence place,
as well as census year. They are organized as follows:

• Sex is a one-level hierarchy, containing two values: Male and Female.

• Race is a three-level hierarchy. MRN (stands for Major Races Number)
indicates the number of major races mix of a person (e.g. 2). Racegroup
group races in major categories (e.g. Black and Asian) and Race lists
detailed races (e.g. Black and Korean).

• Occupation is a four-level hierarchy. Category indicates 9 major occu-
pation categories, that are specialized in Sub-caterories and Branches.
Finally, Occupation lists detailed occupations.
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Figure 1: IPUMS multidimensional schema

• City is a three-level hierarchy describing people residence place. Region
indicates 10 United States regions. State indicates state codes (e.g. CA
for California) and City lists United States cities.

• Year is a one-level hierarchy, containing six values, from 2000 to 2005.

• The schema describes six census indicators: total personal income (INC-
TOT), annual property insurance cost (PROPINSR), annual gas cost
(COSTGAS), annual water cost (COSTWATR), annual electricity cost
(COSTELEC) and person weight (PERWT). Four measures are defined
for each indicator according to 4 aggregation functions (sum, max, min
and average), for example SUMINCTOT, MAXINCTOT, MININCTOT
and AVGINCTOT. A 25th measure (EVENTCOUNT) counts the number
of facts.

More specifically, assume that you have to answer the following, rather vague,
analytical question: What is the profile of female workers that better resists to a
drop of average income? You would probably try to navigate the IPUMS cube,
playing with aggregation levels and filters, to discover this profile.

Falseto, whose main user interface is depicted in Figure 2, can be used to
graphically create the queries of your session, execute them, view the result
and decide on what the next query should be. Designing queries is done in
the query design tab (bottom right corner of Figure 2). The interface refers
to the Dimension Fact Model [10] and allows to add each component of the
query i.e the measure set, the group-by set and the selection set. The reason
for choosing this way of representing OLAP queries is, aside the popularity of
the DFM, to have a simple, uniform, non-textual model to depict the queries
using the schema of the cube, which allows to focus on the three components
of the query. Falseto also enables to devise a sequence of OLAP queries, called
OLAP session, in order to answer your analytical goal. Each time a query is
created and evaluated, it is recorded and placed to the Session Viewer panel
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Figure 2: Falseto’s main user interface

(top left corner of Figure 2). This is the viewer for the past queries of your
session. Each query there can be subsequently retrieved, zoomed, reevaluated,
edited, and used as a parameter for the holistic functionalities of Falseto.

The advanced features of Falsteo are called holistic functionalities since they
consider sessions in their entirety and do not treat queries independently. Of
course, all queries retrieved by means of these functionalities can be reused and
edited.

The first holistic functionality allows to browse the past sessions recorded
in the query log. The log browsing tab of Falseto provides an overview of
these past sessions (see Figure 3). Each of the different panels represents a
cluster (i.e. a subset) of past sessions that are considered similar. The text
in each panel indicates the fragments that appear in all the sessions (group by
levels are in yellow, selections in green and measures in black). A left-click on a
cluster displays a summary of the cluster under the form of a sequence of queries
(bottom of Figure 3). Each query of this session summarizes a portion of each
session of the cluster by displaying the common measures and selections, and
the coarsest group-by set of the portion.

It is also possible to scroll down the detailed view in order to display each
past session that compose the cluster. Another possibility is to split a cluster
into several clusters of shorter sizes, or to fusion clusters to have a coarser view
of the log. Because the browsing of each cluster or individual session can also
be tedious Falseto also offers filtering operators to reduce the number of clusters
and sessions to browse. The specialization-based search retrieves from the set of
past sessions only those that include at least one query containing the selections,
measures and finer (or identical) group by sets of the query given as the input of
the operator. The similarity-based search retrieves from the set of past sessions
only those that include at least one query that is similar to the query given as
input of the operator. These two operations can also be used by giving not a
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Figure 3: Log browsing with Falseto

query but a session as input.
Finally, Falseto implements a recommender system that suggests a sequence

of queries based on what you have done in your current session. This suggestion
comes from a past session (recorded in the log) whose beginning is found similar
to your session, and can be seen as a potential, customized future for your
current session. This recommender system can be seen as an instantiation of
the generic framework proposed in [8, 9] with some of the similarity measures
described in [5]. More details are given in Section 4 and the full description can
be found in [3, 2].

Note that the examples and figures used in this section come from the
Falseto tutorial, available online on the Falseto web site (http://vega.info.univ-
tours.fr:29082/tea/index.jsp) Falseto itself can be downloaded from this site.

3 The logical framework

The logical framework underlying Falseto relies on the separation between queries
and logs. The query design functionnalities of Falseto rely on a simple query
model and language described Section 3.1, while holistic functionnalities rely on
a log manipulation language described Section 3.2.

3.1 The query edition language

Query edition is done with a simple language for manipulating dimensional
queries [10]. We now introduce the data model, the query model and finally the
operators of this language. To keep the formalism simple, we consider cubes
under a ROLAP perspective, described by a star schema [17]. More precisely,
we consider that a dimension consists of one hierarchy, and we consider simple
hierarchies without branches, i.e., consisting of chains of levels.
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Let L be a set of attributes called levels, and for L ∈ L, a member is an
element of Dom(L). A hierarchy hi is a set Lev(hi) = {L0, . . . , Ld} of levels
together with a roll-up total order �hi

of Lev(hi), which is such that, for any
Lj and Lk in Lev(hi), Lk �hi

Lj if Rollup(Lj) = Lk.
A multidimensional schema (or, briefly, a schema) is a tripleM = 〈A,H,M〉

where:

• A is a finite set of levels, whose domains are assumed pairwise disjoint,

• H = {h1, . . . , hn} is a finite set of hierarchies, (such that the Lev(hi)’s for
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} define a partition of A);

• a finite set of measure attributes M , each defined on a numerical domain
Dom(m).

Given a schema M = 〈A,H, M〉, let Dom(H) = Lev(h1) × . . . × Lev(hn);
each G ∈ Dom(H) is called a group-by set of M.

Definition 3.1 (Fragment-based OLAP query) A query over schemaM =
〈L,H,M〉 is a triple q = 〈G,P,Meas〉 where:

1. G ∈ Dom(H) is the query group-by set;

2. P = {p1, . . . , pn} is a set of Boolean predicates, one for each hierarchy,
whose conjunction defines the selection predicate for q; they are of the
form l = v, or l ∈ V , with l a level, v a value, V a set of values. Con-
ventionally, we note pi = TRUEi if no selection on hi is made in q (all
values being selected);

3. Meas ⊆M is the measure set whose values are returned by q.

Definition 3.2 (OLAP Session and log) Let M = 〈A,H,M〉 be a multidi-
mensional schema and SC be a set of queries over M in a given language. A
session s of k queries s = 〈q1, . . . , qk〉 over M is a function from an ordered set
pos(s) of integers (called positions) of size k to SC . A log L is a finite set of
sessions, noted L = {s1, . . . , sp}.

The operators of the query edition language allow to derive a query ex-
pression from another one by affecting a particular component of the query
(group-by set, selection set or measure set). The operators are similar to those
traditionally used in OLAP (such as roll-up, drill-down, or slice-and-dice) but
instead of being applied on cubes, they are applied on queries.

The first two operators allow to modify the group-by set g, by changing
a level, for a given hierarchy hi, to a coarser or finer granularity level. Two
operators modify the selection set P . The first operator adds a member c′i of a
level l′i to a set of members Xi of the same level as l′i of a predicate pi ∈ P , for
a given hierarchy hi. The second operator removes a member c′i of a level l′i to
a set of members Xi of the same level as l′i of a predicate pi ∈ P , for a given
hierarchy hi. Finally, two operators allow modifying the measure set Meas, by
either adding or removing a measure fragment.
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Definition 3.3 (Query edition operators) Let q = 〈g, P,Meas〉 be a query,
hi be a hierarchy, li ∈ {c′i} be a selection predicate and m a measure.

• Rollupint(q, hi) = 〈g′, P,Meas〉 where li ∈ Lev(hi) and g
′ =< l1, . . . ,

Rollup(li), . . . , ln >, if li 6= ALLi, undefined otherwise.

• Drilldownint(q, hi) = 〈g′, P,Meas〉 where li ∈ Lev(hi) and g
′ =< l1, . . . ,

Drilldown(li), . . . , ln >, if li 6= DIMi, undefined otherwise.

• AddSelection(q, li ∈ {c′i}) = 〈g, P ′,Meas〉 where pi ∈ P ′ with pi = li ∈
X ′i such as X

′
i = Xi ∪ {c′i}

• RemoveSelection(q, li ∈ {c′i}) = 〈g, P ′,Meas〉 where pi ∈ P ′ with pi =
li ∈ X ′i such as X ′i = Xi − {ci}

• AddMeasure(q,m) = 〈g, P,Meas′〉 where Meas′ = Meas ∪ {m}.

• RemoveMeasure(q,m) = 〈g, P,Meas′〉 where Meas′ = Meas− {m}.

3.2 The log manipulation language

The holistic functionalities of Falseto can be easily described by expressions in a
language that manipulate logs, i.e., sets of sessions [6]. This algebraic language
features 5 operations. For the sake of simplicity, the names and symbols of the
operations are the same as the ones used in the relational algebra. Two of them
are unary operations: selection σ and group by and aggregation π. Three of
them are binary: join on, union ∪ and difference \.

The selection operation enables to select from a log those sessions satisfying
a given condition. This condition is given under the form of a relation to another
session.

Definition 3.4 (Selection) Let L be a log, s be a session and θ be a binary
relation over sessions.

σθ,s(L) = {s′ ∈ L|θ(s, s′)}

As logs are defined as sets of sessions, the set union and set difference oper-
ations can be used to manipulate logs. The definitions are straightforward:

Definition 3.5 (Set operations) Let L and L′ be two logs.
L ∪ L′ = {s ∈ L or s ∈ L′} and L \ L′ = {s ∈ L|s /∈ L′}.

The join operation enables to combine the sessions in two logs, that are
related through a relation θ.

Definition 3.6 (Join) Let L and L′ be logs, f be a binary functions outputting
a session and θ be a binary relation over sessions.

L onθ,f L′ = {f(s, s′)|s ∈ L, s′ ∈ L′, θ(s, s′)}.
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Note that intersection can be simulated with the join operation. Indeed,
L ∩ L′ = L onsame,first L′ with, for any two sessions s, s′, first(s, s′) = s and
same(s, s′) ≡ (s = s′).

Note also that this join operation is not symmetric unless θ is symmetric and
f(s, s′) = f(s′, s) for all s, s′. Moreover, the f function is needed for closeness
reason. In that sense, it is inspired by the join operation defined in [1] for joining
cubes.

This operator allows to group sessions that are related to one another
through relation θ, and to aggregate them using an aggregation function agg.

Definition 3.7 (Grouping and aggregation) Let L be a log, agg be a func-
tion aggregating a set of sessions into a session, and θ be a binary relation over
sessions.

πθ,agg(L) = {agg({s′ ∈ L|θ(s, s′)})|s ∈ L}.

We briefly review the properties of the language in terms of closeness, com-
pleteness and minimality. It can easily be seen that the language is closed under
composition, the result of any operation being a set of sessions. The language
is complete. Indeed, for any pair of logs L and L′, there is an expression that
enables to transform L into L′. The transformation would proceed as follows:

1. pick a session s in L with σ,

2. transform it into a session s′ of L′ using π,

3. repeat the previous steps until all sessions of L′ are formed,

4. union all transformed sessions to form L′.

The language is not minimal since σ can be simulated with on. Indeed,
σθ,s(L) = L′ onθ,f L where L′ = {s} and f(s, s′) = s′. It can easily be seen that
removing σ makes the language minimal.

4 Under the hood of Falseto

Falseto is implemented as a standalone Java application, on top of the Mondrian
OLAP engine, and uses the Weka machine learning library. Falseto can be used
with any database system compatible with Mondrian and can be used to query
any cube with a star schema.

In terms of query edition, Falseto can be used to to constructed a query on
a given schema from scratch, edit the query using the query edition operators,
and evaluate the query over an instance of the schema. All evaluated queries are
kept in an in-memory structure representing the current session of the user, who
can go back to them for edition or reevaluation purpose. The sessions of the log,
that can be retrieved using the holistic functionalities, are loaded in memory
when Falseto is started, and their queries can also be edited and evaluated.

The holistic functionalities of Falseto can be described by expressions in the
log manipulation language introduced above. Noticeably, important inputs of
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these expressions are the relations over sessions that are used to parametrize
the operators. This is why, before giving the expressions corresponding to the
holistic functionalities, we start by introducing the relations between queries
and sessions that will be used as the parameters of the operators.

4.1 Relations over queries and sessions

To describe the holistic functionalities of Falseto, we describe two types of re-
lations. The first type are specialization relations, enabling the descriptions of
groups of queries or sessions at various levels of details. The second type are
similarity relations, allowing the description of how close or distant two queries,
or two sessions, are. We start by the specialization relations.

Considering two group-by sets G and G′, recall that we note G �H G′ if G is
more general than G′ in the sense of the group-by lattice, whose top element G>

is the coarsest group by set. For two sets of selection predicates P, P ′, we note
P �p P ′ if P is more selective than P ′, i.e., val(P ) ⊆ val(P ′), where val(X) is
the set of values used in predicate X. Finally, for two measure sets M,M ′, we
note M �m M ′ if M ⊆M ′.

Definition 4.1 (Query specialization) Let q = 〈G,P,M〉 and q′ =
〈G′, P ′,M ′〉 be two queries over the same schema. q is more general than q′,
noted q � q′, if G �H G′ and P �p P ′ and M �m M ′.

We introduce a specialization relation over sessions that is based on a spe-
cialization relation over queries. In what follows, s � s′ denotes that a session
s is more general than a session s′.

Definition 4.2 (Session specialization) A session s = 〈q1, . . . , qns
〉 is more

general than another session s′ = 〈q′1, . . . , q′ns′
〉, written s � s′, if there exists

a sequence of ns′ integers {i1, . . . , ins′} with i1 = 1, ins′ = ns and, for k ∈
{1, ns′ − 1}, ik ≤ ik+1, such that, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , ns′}, it is qij � q′j.

The intuition of this specialization relation is given Figure 4. Note that
if s � s′ then the sequence of integers {i1, . . . , ins′} defines a partition P =
{p1, . . . , pns} of queries(s′) where the pi’s can be ordered according to the
queries of s, and the queries in each pi, each less general than qi, constitute
a sub-session of s′.

Finally, we suppose a function dist applied to pairs of sessions, giving the
distance between two sessions. Similarity relations over sessions can be defined
from such a function. For instance, sim(s, s′) ≡ dist(s, s′) ≤ α for some real α
indicates that two sessions s and s′ are similar if their distance is below a thresh-
old. Falseto implements such a relation, that is based on the Smith-Waterman
alignement algorithm, whose goal is to efficiently find the best alignment be-
tween subsequences of two given sequences by ignoring their non-matching parts.
An extension of this algorithm was proven a good measurement of OLAP session
similarity in [5].
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Figure 4: Specialization relation over sessions

4.2 Holistic functionalities

Recall from Section 2 that Falseto includes three holistic functionalities: log
searching, log browsing and session recommendation.

Log search To search the log for useful sessions, Falseto implements different
versions of the log selection σθ,s. A first version enables the filtering of a log
using for θ the sim relation based on the extension of the Smith-Waterman
algorithm. This operation returns those sessions of the log that are close to
the session s given as the second parameter. Likewise, a log can be filtered
using for θ the specialization relation over sessions defined above. This version
of the selection is very useful as it allows to search a log for queries by giving
only a partial description of these queries. For instance, to search the log L
for sessions containing queries with selection year = 2013, it is sufficient to use
σ�,〈〈GAll,P={year=2013},Meas〉〉(L), where GAll is the coarsest group-by set and
Meas is the set of all measures.

Log summarization and browsing To allow for a user-friendly brows-
ing of the log, Falseto implements operations for summarizing the log, using
the π grouping and aggregation operator. The basic summarization opera-
tion allows to form pairs of most similar sessions, that are subsequently ag-
gregated using the specialization relation. The θ relation used for grouping
corresponds to θsim(s, s′) ≡ @s′′ ∈ L such that sim(s, s′′) > sim(s, s′) and
sim(s′, s′′) > sim(s, s′). The aggregation function merges pairs of sessions into
a session more general than the two elements of the pair. It uses a tilted time
window [11] to ensure that the same portion of the two sessions, potentially
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of different sizes, are merged. This window is logarithmic and gives priority
to recent queries of the sessions. It can be declaratively written as follows:
aggmerge(s, s

′) = {s′′ such that both s′′ � s and s′′ � s′ and for all i ∈ [1, |s′′|], s′′
is the least session w.r.t. � such that both 〈q′′i 〉 � s|i and 〈q′′i 〉 � s′|i} where
the q′′i ’s are the queries of s′′ and s|i represents the portion of a session s that
is corresponds to qi in the sense of the tilted time window.

The π∗ operation is a generalization of the basic summarization operation,
and summarizes a log so as to obtain only one session generalizing all the sessions
in the log. It is implemented as an ascendant hierarchical clustering that at each
steps uses πθsim,aggmerge

to group pairs of sessions. When Falseto is started, it
computes the clustering of the log, stores the resulting dendogram and displays
in its log viewer a summary of the log. This summary is not the session that
summarizes the complete log since such a session would most likely be too much
general to be useful. Instead, Falseto proposes nodes of the dendogram that
correspond to summarized sessions that contains at least one query that is not
the most general one. To save space on the viewer, these nodes are represented
as tag clouds, where the tags are the query fragments. On demand, the user
can see the details of the corresponding cluster. The dendogram can also be
browsed: each cluster displayed on the viewer can be split to display its two
direct descendants. This ”drill down” browsing operation exploits the results of
a π∗ operation, in the sense that, from any session s of the dendogram resulting
of π∗, the pair of sessions summarized with aggmerge to obtain s is given.

Recommender system Finally, the Falseto recommender system [3, 2] can
be described by the three following phases:

1. the Alignment phase selects from the log L a set of sessions that are
similar to the current session scur and determines from them a set F of
potential futures for scur. This is implemented using a join operation
F = L ./sim,future L where sim is the similarity relation and future is
the function that determines in s′ the potential future for s.

2. The Ranking phase chooses a base recommendation r as a subsession of
a candidate recommendation in F by considering both its similarity with
scur and its frequency in L. It is implemented by {r} = πall,aggrank

(F )
where all(s, s′) holds for any s, s′ of F and aggrank is the function that
compares pairwise the subsessions of F and returns the most relevant one.

3. The Fitting phase adapts r to scur by looking for relevant patterns in the
query fragments of scur and r and using them to make changes to the
queries in r, so as to deliver a recommendation r′. It is implemented by
a join r′ = {scur} ./all,fit {l} where l is the log session from which r is
extracted and fit is the function used for adapting r to scur.

We close this section by noting that the holistic functionalities of Falseto,
and therefore the specialization relations and similarity relations so far used in
Falseto, are exclusively based on the syntax of queries. This is done for the sake
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of achieving an interactive response time. Indeed, query answer could have been
used instead of query syntax, for instance in the recommender system or the log
summarization facilities, but this would have had an substantial impact on the
time taken to compute the recommendation or summarize the log. Incorporating
query answer in the holistic functionalities of Falseto is part of our future works.

5 Experiments

We tested our approach by running some experiences with OLAP users analyz-
ing the cube whose schema is described in Section 2. We first describe the test
protocol and then report the lessons learned.

Our objectives for running these tests was to obtain real OLAP sessions and
automatically assess Falseto’s holistic functionalities using these sessions. Due
to the limited time we had with the users, the goal was not to ask the users to
directly assess Falseto’s holistic functionalities. Such assessment is part of our
future works as explained below.

5.1 Test protocol

The test consisted of developing sessions for 4 analytical questions on the IPUMS
cube:

1. (Q1) Is there a trend in the evolution of the average cost of gas for some
profiles?

2. (Q2) Are energy costs following the evolution of the average income for
some profiles?

3. (Q3) What are the individual profiles to target for a campaign of energy
cost reduction (i.e., those that pay too much)?

4. (Q4) Where is it better to live in terms of energy costs, for an individual
profile?

Note that these questionnaires can be found online via the Falseto web page
(see Section 2).

The 17 OLAP users engaged in the test were students of Master’s programs
specialized in BI: 7 of them were students of the European Erasmus Mundus
IT4BI program (http://it4bi.univ-tours.fr/) and 10 were students of the French
program in Information systems and BI of the University of Tours. The test was
not part of the program, was not graded and all the participants were volunteers.

Students were first shown the Falseto tool (mostly the query design function-
alities) and then they had 2 hours to develop sessions. Then they were asked
to identify in the sessions relevant queries, in the sense that the result of these
relevant queries should be included in a report summarizing the session. They
were also asked to justify the relevance of these queries.
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With this corpus of annotated sessions, we tested Falseto’s holistic function-
alities as follows. We developed different naive algorithms using Falseto’s holis-
tic functionalities to automatically generate sessions, and we compared these
synthetic sessions with the real ones. More precisely:

1. To understand Falseto’s log search capacities, we generated sessions for
an analytical question by first randomly choosing a query among the first
queries of the log sessions developed for this analytical question. Then,
with an increasing probability for ending the session, at each step the
current query is used to filter the log and retrieve among the resulting
session the query that is the closest to the current one. This query is the
new current query (and is removed from the log). For these generated
sessions, we report the recall and precision compared to the log queries,
computed as follows. Recall is the number of queries of the generated
session that are queries developed for the analytical question over the
total number of queries developed for the analytical question found in
the log. Precision is the number of queries developed for the analytical
question over the total number of queries in the generated session. We
also measure recall and precision w.r.t. relevant queries. In this case,
Recall is the number of relevant queries in the generated session over the
number of relevant queries in the log sessions for the analytical question,
while precision is the number of relevant queries in the session over the
number of queries in the session.

2. To understand Falseto’s capacities of suggesting new information when
answering an analytical need, we generated sessions by picking a session
in the log, removing the final part of the session and replacing it with the
session suggested by Falseto’s recommender system. For this we report the
session novelty (the number of queries that cannot be found in the log),
similarity of the synthetic session to the sessions developed for answering
the analytical question (to make sure that the generated session does not
diverge from its goal) and coverage (number of time a recommendation is
suggested).

3. Finally, to understand the overall benefit of Falseto assuming that the
recommender system is used in combination with the log search facility,
we use Falseto’s recommender system on the sessions of the first generation
and we report the metrics listed above.

5.2 Lessons learned

We begin by describing the log obtained. Overall, a log of 27 sessions (308
queries, 108 of them relevant) was collected. A analysis of the overall log is
reported in Table 1 (effort is the inverse ratio of relevant queries per session,
i.e., the number of queries it takes to obtain one relevant query).

We also characterized the sessions in terms of the OLAP operations used to
edit the queries...
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Analysis of the log min max avg std dev.
Size of session 5 31 11.4 6.35
Relevant queries / session 2 11 4 2.61
Ratio of relevant queries 0.12 0.71 0.37 0.19
Effort 1.4 8 3.08 1.76

Table 1: Analysis of the log

Figure 5: Number of OLAP operations between two consecutive queries
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Figure 6: Distribution of relevant queries

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the number of OLAP operations used
between two consecutive queries, along the sessions. On the average this number
varies between 1.3 and 2.6 operations. Two peaks are observed, at the beginning
of the session (around 20%) and near the end of it, before a final drop (for the
last 10% of the session).

Figure 6 reports the distribution of the position of relevant queries (in red) in
the sessions. Note that given the relative small size of the log, manual inspection
was possible and done, and the queries in yellow color (around 9%) indicate the
presence of a query that does not seem to contribute to the session (being a
repetition of another query of the session, or comporting edition mistakes like
forgeting to incorporate the good measure attribute to analyze).

An analysis by question is reported in table 2. We have characterized the
average similarity of the sessions in the log, using the similarity defined in [5],
which is quite low (0.14) as expected, as well as the intra-question similarity and
the inter-question similarity. It can be noted that intra-question similarity shows
important variations, which indicates that sessions developed for answering a
given analytical question can be quite different. However, this intra-question
similarity is almost always greater than the average session similarity of the
complete log. A notable exception is question 3, where the intra-question sim-
ilarity is lower than the average similarity to the sessions of both questions 2
and 4. Interestingly this is the question that generated the highest number of
queries per sessions, which can be understood as the difficulty of the question.

We then report the results of the naive automatic session generation algo-
rithms described above. For each of the questions and each of the tests, 10
sessions were generated. The result of the first test, aiming at understanding
Falseto’s log search capacity, is reported in table 3, that shows recall (R) and
precision (P) for various average size of sessions (in brackets). We observe that
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Question analysis Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Number of sessions 8 7 6 5
Number of queries 82 57 86 56
Number of relevant queries 26 21 34 27
Queries / session 10.25 8.14 14.33 11.2
Relevant queries / session 3.25 3 5.67 5.4
Intra-question similarity 0.54 0.16 0.13 0.21
Inter-question similarity
Q1 0.54
Q2 0.02 0.16
Q3 0.11 0.15 0.13
Q4 0.14 0.08 0.16 0.21

Table 2: Question analysis

Log search R(4) P(4) R(6) P(6) R(12) P(12)
Q1 0.06 0.76 0.15 0.84 0.23 0.99
Q2 0.08 1 0.10 1 0.25 0.80
Q3 0.04 1 0.07 0.89 0.07 0.49
Q4 0.03 0.56 0.07 0.68 0.07 0.49

Table 3: Log search capacity

precision is almost always good (the log search facilities enables to find past
queries developed for the question) while recall increases the average session
size. A similar phenomenon occur when computing recall and precision with
respect to relevant queries (not reported here due to lack of space).

This test shows how effective Falseto can be for retrieving in a log queries
and therefore sessions developed for an analytical need that is the same of the
one currently investigated by the current session.

The result of the second test, aiming at understanding the capacity of
Falseto’s recommener system, is reported in Table 4. It can be seen that cover-
age is very good (a recommendation is always proposed). Novelty is also very
good in all the cases except for question 1, which can be explained by the fact

Recommender system Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Average novelty 0 1 1 1
Average coverage 1 1 1 1
Average recommendation similarity
Recommendations for Q1 0.75 0.05 0.19 0.20
Recommendations for Q2 0.02 0.39 0.32 0.29
Recommendations for Q3 0.08 0.19 0.29 0.21
Recommendations for Q4 0.006 0.18 0.26 0.44

Table 4: Recommender system capacity
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Search and recommendations Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Average recall 0.31 0.22 0.07 0.07
Average precision 0.95 0.74 0.53 0.36

Average novelty 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.9
Average coverage 1 1 1 1
Average recommendation similarity
Recommendations for Q1 0.61 0.02 0.16 0.15
Recommendations for Q2 0.03 0.38 0.2 0.19
Recommendations for Q3 0.07 0.29 0.25 0.22
Recommendations for Q4 0.05 0.25 0.26 0.36

Table 5: Combining search facilities with recommendations

that the sessions developed for this question are very close to each other. Im-
portantly, the recommendations are always closer to the sessions of the question
compared to the sessions of other questions, which means that the focus on the
question is preserved. This is further confirmed by the fact that the average
similarity of the recommandations to the sessions of the question is even above
the intra-question similarity.

The results of the last test (generating sessions by recommending for the
sessions generated for test number 1) is reported in table 5. These results are
slightly degraded compared to the previous tests, which is due to the com-
bination of the two holistic functionalities. Overall, they confirm that, even
with a very naive way of using Falseto’s functionalities, the sessions obtained
are focused on the analytical question addressed and include both previously
developed and novel queries.

Efficiency Finally, we tested the responsiveness of Falseto, to check if the
holistic functionalities are compatible with a interactive use. The tests were run
on ???

Figure 7 shows the average time it takes to compute i) the initial summary
using clustering, ii) a search in the log and iii) a recommendation, for logs of
increasing sizes. It can be seen that log search and recommendation times are
perfectly compatible with an interactive use (the maximum average was 152 ms
in our tests, for computing recommendations with a log of 200 sessions). The
time to compute the initial clustering is much more substantial and increases
with the size of the log, but it remains acceptable since it is executed only
once when Falseto is started. This test confirms Falseto’s user-friendliness, and,
importantly, justifies the use of only the query syntax (and not the query answer,
as explained in Section 4) in the holistic functionalities of Falseto.
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Figure 7: Falseto’s responsiveness

6 Bridging the gap between OLAP and ex-
ploratory search

6.1 Related work

It is now admitted in the database community that query logs can be lever-
aged not only for physical tuning, but also for user empowerment [14]. Logs
can indeed be used for learning user preferences [12], for query recommendation
[7, 21], for query auto-completion [15], or for query composition [16]. In partic-
ular, the study of [16] showed that SQL query composition time can be heavily
reduced when users are provided with a tool to browse, search and reuse former
SQL queries organized in sessions.

In the OLAP context, the navigational nature of analytical sessions over data
cubes is well known [19], and approaches have been developped for improving
query performance holistically at the session level [19, 13], or suggesting queries
or facts to assist the user in her navigation [20, 9]. Noticeably, while many
efforts have been devoted to speedup OLAP query processing, the question
of how effective an OLAP session is has attracted little attention, while it is
predominent in other field like information retrieval or even more specifically,
exploratory search.

Exploratory search [22] can be defined as a search paradigm centered on
the user and the evolution of her knowledge, aiming at a better support for in-
formation understanding by moving beyond the traditional query-browse-refine
model. As illustrated by Figure 8, exploratory search consists of two main
activities: exploratory browsing and focused searching. Exploratory browsing
essentially helps relate the problem context to similar documented experiences,
while focused searching is generally intended to help the user follow a known
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Figure 8: A model of exploratory search behavior (from [22])

or expected trail. Exploratory search is particularly driven by the quality of
the user’s experience, and suitable metrics for measuring it have been proposed
[22]: engagement and enjoyment (the number of actionable events), informa-
tion novelty (the rate at which new information is encountered), task success
(do users reach a particular target and got enough detail en route to their goal),
task time (the time spent to complete the task), and learning and cognition (the
evolution of individual knowledge).

Exploratory search attracted the interest of the database community, and
was even the topic of a recent post on the Sigmod blog (http://wp.sigmod.org/),
with a specific section that compares it to OLAP. The conclusion of this section
was that OLAP has serious limitations in supporting exploratory search, espe-
cially in the domain of discovery, adaptability to new information needs, and
the support of all types of relevant data and users.

We next discuss how Falseto could help to bridge the gap between OLAP
and exploratory search.

6.2 Bridging the gap

Figure 8 can be used as a first driver for bridging the gap between OLAP and
exploratory search. The two languages implemented by Falseto and presented
in Section 4 can be seen as targeting the two activities of exploratory search.
On the one hand, the query edition language can be used for focused searching,
and on the other hand, the log manipulation language can be used to describe
exploratory browsing tasks that take advantage of former sessions.

With this idea in mind, we have designed a simple protocol to understand,
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via user tests, how Falseto can be used to better support exploratory search
in the context of OLAP. This protocol relies on the production of sessions in
reponse to a given analytical question, and the production of reports by the
inclusion and comment of relevant queries from the session in a document.

We first start by adapting to the OLAP context the metrics introduced
above for assessing exploratory search applications. In the OLAP context, these
metrics are computed as follows:

• User engagement is measured as the number of queries found relevant and
included in the report created while answering a given analytical question.
It is also measured as the number of clicks on the holistic functionalities.

• Information novelty is measured as the number of queries in a report that
are relevant and that appear in no other reports of the same analytical
need.

• The task time is measured as the time taken to complete a session (to
answer the analytical question). The time spent on holistic functionalities
(exploratory browsing) is also reported. We also measure the user effort
as the ratio between the number of queries in the session and the number
of queries in the report.

• The task success is measured as the precision and recall of the report
that is the answer to a given analytical question. Precision is the number
of relevant queries in a report over the overall number of queries in the
report. Recall is the number of queries of a report that appear in (or that
are included in a query of) another report.

• Finally, learning and cognition can be measured by recording a user pro-
file and assess i) how this profile evolves through the consecutive uses
of Falseto and ii) if this user profile leads to improvements of the other
metrics through the consecutive uses of Falseto.

We now sketch the protocol more precisely. The complete protocol can be
downloaded from the Falseto website ... It corresponds to a test that is organized
in 3 phases. The first phase aims at giving the analysts the sufficient knowledge
to use both the basic and holistic functionalities of Falseto. The analysts are
asked to complete the Falseto tutorial. The tutorial explains Falseto’s interface
and functionalities, and proposes simple exercises that let the analysts develop
queries and analytical sessions over the IPUMS census data cube [18]. After
this phase, the test supervisors should constitute 3 groups of students (named
Basic, Advanced and Complete from now on), ensuring in each group an even
distribution of skills with Falseto.

For the second phase, the analysts are split into 3 groups of similar size: in
the Basic group, the analysts will use the basic version of Falseto that includes
the query and session designer and does not include the advanced functionalities
(recommender system, log browsing and filtering). In the Advanced group, the
analysts will use the advanced version of Falseto that only includes the advanced
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functionalities (recommender system, log browsing and filtering), but does not
allow the analyst to edit queries. In the Complete group, the analysts will
use the complete version of Falseto that includes all the functionalities. All
analysts are asked to solve an exercise consisting of 2 analytical needs expressed
as questions that can be solved by navigating the census data cube. The second
need is deliberately more fuzzy than the first one, and probably requires a
longer navigation to get answered. The analysts should answer one requirement
after the other. To answer the need, they must use the version of Falseto that
corresponds to their group. The form of the answer to the need is twofold: the
log that records the session (automatically generated by Falseto) and a report.
This report is a document that contains a list of annotated query results, taken
from the session.

During the last phase, each analyst should evaluate all the reports that were
produced to answer a particular analytical need. They should indicate, for each
of the queries if the query is relevant (does it contribute to answer the need,
according to the analyst) and mark all the reports that include this query. If a
report does not include the query stricto sensu but a superset of it (for instance
the query filters out one year but the report includes a query that includes all
the years but which apart from that is exactly the same) this report should also
be marked as including the query.

Implementing this protocol is part of our future works. As mentioned above,
OLAP is limited in its exploratory search capabilities in terms of discovery,
adaptability to new information needs, and the support of all types of relevant
data and users. Implementing this protocol will at least enable to answer to the
limitations in terms of discovery (can Falseto leads the user towards interesting
findings they would have missed without Falseto) and in term of supporting all
type of users (naive and expert).

7 Conclusion

This paper introduced Falseto (Former AnalyticaL Sessions for lEss Tedious
OLAP), a graphical OLAP tool that is meant to assist OLAP query and session
composition. During a session with Falseto, the user can summarize, browse,
query and reuse former sessions recorded in a query log, and take advantage
of sessions suggested by Falseto’s recommender system. This tool relies on a
logical framework the includes a language for editing queries and a language for
manipulating logs. We report the lessons learned from analyzing real OLAP
sessions and using them to assess Falseto’s functionalities. Finally we discussed
how Falesto can link OLAP to the field of exploratory search, a search paradigm
centered on the evolution of the user’s understanding.

Falseto can be seen as the starting point of a platform for developing user-
centric OLAP facilities. The first short term perspective of this work is to
better assess Falseto’s holistic functionalities with user tests, so as to improve
the existing functionalities and devise new ones. Another short term perspective
is to find better ways of graphically displaying sessions and summaries. On the
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long run, our aim is to be able to benchmark user-centric OLAP activities, which
would be possible by bridging the gap between OLAP and exploratory search.
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